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ATOMIC STRUCTURE
BOHR'S MODEL OF ATOM

Niels Bohr introduced the atomic Hydrogen model in 1913.

He supported the planetary model, where electrons revolved around a positively charged 

nucleus(neutrons and protons) in a certain prescribed orbit.

When jumping from one orbit to another with lower energy, a light quantum is emitted.
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ATOMIC STRUCTURE
Postulates of Bohr’s model:

• The electron is able to revolve in certain stable orbits around the nucleus without radiating 

any energy, contrary to what classical electromagnetism suggests. 

• These stable orbits are called stationary orbits and are attained at certain discrete distances 

from the nucleus. The electron cannot have any other orbit in between the discrete ones.

• The stationary orbits are attained at distances for which the angular momentum of the 

revolving electron is an integral multiple of the reduced Planck's constant where n = 1, 2, 3, 

... is called the principal quantum number, and ħ = h/2π. 

The lowest value of n is 1; this gives a smallest possible orbital radius of 0.0529 nm known as 

the Bohr radius.  
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Postulates of Bohr’s model:

• Once an electron is in this lowest orbit, it can get no closer to the proton. Starting from the 

angular momentum quantum rule, Bohr was able to calculate the energies of the allowed 

orbits of the hydrogen atom and other hydrogen-like atoms and ions. These orbits are 

associated with definite energies and are also called energy shells or energy levels In these 

orbits, the electron's acceleration does not result in radiation and energy loss. The Bohr model 

of an atom was based upon Planck's quantum theory of radiation.

• Electrons can only gain and lose energy by jumping from one allowed orbit to another, 

absorbing or emitting electromagnetic radiation with a frequency ν determined by the energy 

difference of the levels according to the Planck relation ∆E=E2-E1=hv where h is Planck's 

constant.
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• Bohr's model of hydrogen is based on the nonclassical assumption that electrons travel in 

specific shells, or orbits, around the nucleus.

• The energies in Bohr's model calculated for an electron in the shell is give by

E(n)=−1/n2 *13.6eV

• Bohr explained the hydrogen spectrum in terms of electrons absorbing and emitting 

photons to change energy levels, where the photon energy is

hν=ΔE=(n/low 2−n/high 2)*13.6eV

• Bohr's model does not work for systems with more than one electron.



FEATURES OF HYDROGEN SPECTRA

Hydrogen-spectrum:

➢ Niels Bohr explained the line spectrum of the hydrogen atom by assuming that the

electron moved in circular orbits and that orbits with only certain radii were allowed.

➢ The orbit closest to the nucleus represented the ground state of the atom and was most

stable; orbits farther away were higher-energy excited states.

➢ A single electron is responsible for each line

➢ Spectral lines are produced by atoms one at a time

➢ All the lines in the emission or absorption spectrum of hydrogen

➢ Each one corresponding to an allowed transition between quantum energy levels.
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FEATURES OF HYDROGE SPECTRA

Hydrogen-spectrum:

Origin of the hydrogen emission spectrum

➢ When unexcited, hydrogen's electron is in the first energy level—the level closest to the     

nucleus. 

➢ But if energy is supplied to the atom, the electron is excited into a higher energy level, or 

even removed from the atom altogether.
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ATOMIC STRUCTURE
Exercise

1. In the Bohr model of atom 

Choose the correct option 

A. Electrons (negatively charged) revolve around the positively charged nucleus in a definite 

these circular path  

B. These circular path called as orbits or shells are stationary

C. Each orbit or shell has a fixed energy 

D. All orbital shells have equal energy

2.  Write the formulae for the transition of an electron in the Bohr Hydrogen atom.
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Exercise:

3.   Choose correct option, When an electron jump from n=1to  n=2 (lower to higher ) then the 

process is

A. Emission

B. Absorption

4.   Choose correct option, When an electron jump from n=2 to  n=1 ( higher to lower)  then the 

process is

A. Emission

B. Absorption


